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@ channeling…

…orientation dependent density… not only for crystals (!)



@ Channeling:
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Atomic crystal plane – averaged/smeared continuous potential
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@ Amorphous:

@ channeling of charged particles in crystals 

à 1 …order…

à 2 …small angle to main crystal directions…

ϕ
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@ channeling continuum potential: some estimations for e- in a crystal 



@ crystal fields for beams shaping/acceleration



Channeling based applications for Charged & Neutral Beams: 
from Crystal to Capillary guides

• Crystal Channeling
– Beam shaping;
– Micro-undulator;
– Positron source

• Laser & Plasma Channels 
– Beam profiling for high 
current/luminosity;
– Dynamics for wake 
field acceleration;

• Capillary µ- and n-Channels
– beam redistribution;
– Compact storage (?)



@ surface potential for reflection: first attempts - basics
In the mid 80th of the last century Kumakhov & colleagues proposed to use smooth 
surfaces for effective deflection of charged particles... and further slowly bent 
surfaces for larger beam deflection

𝜓 << 1

𝜓 << 1

Interaction potential with a surface at grazing incidence as continuous surface potential
x

x1
many-sliced planar potential

In case of amorphous, the interaction potential, i.e. surface potential, is the potential for one 
atom integrated by all volume atoms 



@ surface channeling: multiple mirror reflection for bending

Amorphous surface potential  
//Molier approximation//

mirror reflection𝜌!"#$ ≈ (𝜌$ + 𝑎$)

𝜓%$ ≈ 𝑉& (𝜌!"#)/E - small critical angle of reflection (~10'( ÷ 10'))

𝑑 channeling between 2 planes over a long distance 

R𝜓%$ ≈ 𝑑  - effective bending by large angles

a: mirror reflection
b: multiple reflection 1d-bending c: effective large angle 2d-bending



Capillary guides reveals much advanced technological development 
leaving frozen capillary based ion optics practically for 10-15 years

Capillary Optics…capillaries as guides for beams…

Capillary based Ion Optics



1 cm

1 cm

Gain » 30 for 2 mm diaphragm

Gain ³ 100 
for 1 mm diaphragm

@ polycapillary lenses for soft X-ray focusing

~10 cm

Focal distance ~ 10 cm

Capillary guides reveals much advanced technological development 
leaving frozen capillary based ion optics practically for 10-15 years



Kumakhov’s task (Minsk school, 1984): 
a night work for the feasibility of mono/multichannel 
optics

Polycapillary optics …first estimations…

… first virtual image …

ß
ß



First X-ray polycapillary optics
/manually assembled/
~ 1 m length
~ 30 cm in diameter 10 000 
monocapillaries
~ 1 year fabrication

first prototype (handmade) of  “Kumakhov lens” ßà “Kumakhov 
optics”

Polycapillary optics …from discussions in 1984 to first prototype in 1986…

first polycapillary optical elements (machine drawn)



Polycapillary optics …evolution of the technology…

Technology: Drawing machines



Micro-
capillaries

Nanotubes & 
Nanochannels

Micro à X-rays

Nano à γ-rays (?)

Polycapillary optics …from micro- down to nano-channels…



Transmission of thermal neutrons by a system of bent 
polycapillaries as function of the bending angle. 

<d> ~ 10 µm   <L> ~ 16 cm.

Ray features

Wave features

@ neutron beam bending

20 cm

20 cm

First capillary (poly) based 
thermal neutron bender 
applied at Hann-Meitner Inst
(Berlin) in 1995.



Effective guide channel

Upper limit of the 
curvature radius

@ formation of surface modes
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jcurvkrpotential energy due to 
angular momentum

@ quantum basics for x ray channeling



@ circular µ-guide

single mode propagation

curvature radius r₁ in the trajectory plane exceeds the inner channel radius, 𝑟0 : 
    u₀≫λ 
(for example, u₀≳0.1 μm for a capillary channel with the radius r₀=10 μm)

strong bending

From well defined space-restricted radiation distribution at the entrance end to smeared over 
all cross-section distribution of a quasi polar symmetry with maximum near (not at!) the 
reflecting inner wall surface. The distribution is composed by many “photon trajectories” 
characterised by numerous variations of the curvature radius  𝑟1 ∈ (𝑟0, 𝑅).



Decreasing in diameter results in spatial 
displacement of the distribution away the 
channel wall towards the center

@ smooth channel surface: radial wave distributions

𝑟(

𝑟)

The curvature increase, i.e. the decrease of the 
curvature radius, the propagating along the 
surface radiation is pushed out the capillary wall 
by surface potential 

The typical radial size of the main 
grazing mode 
m=0 may essentially overcome the 
wavelength
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@ smooth channel surface: whispering gallery modes

ß quantum (modal) ß … à classical (ray) à

modal

ray

𝜃с

quantum states 
/modes/

Transition from a single-mode propagation to a 
multi-mode one results in the increase of the 
angular divergence from (Dq)min<qc to (Dq)max>qc, 
where (Dq)max is limited by the capillary system 
design.

Knowledge on quantum 
features of x ray reflection 
from curved surface helps in 
shaping low divergent 
beams… due to mixed modal 
radiation propagation



Analysis of radiation propagation through capillary microguides has shown that all the 
observed features can be described within a theory of X-ray channeling, i.e. surface 
channeling in μ-size guides 
The main criterion defining character of radiation propagation is the ratio between the 
transverse wavelength of radiation and the effective size of a guide, i.e. the ratio between the 
diffraction and Fresnel angles: 

@  this ratio is rather small, i.e. when the number of bound states is large, the ray optics 
approximation 
 -  λ⊥ ≃ d, a few modes will be formed in a quantum well; 
 -  λ⊥ ≫ d -  just a single mode . 
@ all the considerations taken for X-rays is valid for thermal neutrons. 

@ Resume:  X & n 



@ capillary guiding of charged particles (i) 

Since the first observations of the passage of ions through dielectric capillaries [Stolterfoht, 
N., Bremer, J.H., Hoffmann, V., Hellhammer, R., Fink, D., Petrov, A., et al. Transmission of 3 keV Ne7+ 
ions through nanocapillaries etched in polymer foils: Evidence for capillary guiding. Phys Rev Lett 
2002;88:133201], this topic has attracted more and more attention of physicists. The 
phenomenon is explained by the fact that when the ion beam passes through the capillary, 
part of the beam first settles on the inner surface of the capillary and, accumulating there, 
creates a repulsive potential, which becomes a channel-guiding potential for a charged 
particle [Schiessl, K., Palfinger, W., T ̋ok ́esi, K., Nowotny, H., Lemell, C., Burgd ̈orfer, J.. Simulation 
of guiding of multiply charged projectiles through insulating capillaries. Phys Rev A 2005;72:062902]. 

The undoubted interest in the development of new methods for controlling particle beams 
based on capillary systems have resulted in a wide spectrum of experimental activities 
dedicated to this phenomenon, while theoretical works counts disproportionally much less 
published articles (detailed review [Stolterfoht, N., Yamazaki, Y.. Guiding of charged particles 
through capillaries in insulating materials. Physics Reports 2016;629:1–107 ] and Refs. therein). 

Known theoretical studies mainly aim at simulating the motion of charged particle beams 
inside capillary insulators using the Monte Carlo method [Schiessl, K., Palfinger, W., Lemell, C., 
Burgd ̈orfer, J.. Simulation of guiding of highly charged projectiles through insulating nanocap- 
illaries. Nucl Instr Meth B 2005;232(1):228– 234]. 

No references to the first Soviet results by Kumakhov & colleagues



@ capillary guiding of charged particles (ii) 
Borosilicate capillary with microscopic 
views of the inlet and outlet of the 
sample. Starting from the left-hand side, 
the capillary consists of a straight tube 
followed by an exponential and a conical 
shape.

Transmission profiles for e- 1 keV 

Significantly larger tilt angles than the 
aspect angle -> the electrons must have 
interacted at least once with the capillary 
surface

The electron energy distribution proves 
mostly elastic scattering 

S. Wickramarachchi, B. Dassanayake, D. Keerthisinghe, A. Ayyad, J. Tanis, Electron 
transmission through a microsize tapered glass capillary, Nucl. Instrum. Methods 
Phys. Res. B 269 (2011) 1248–1252. 



@ surface channeling of capillary-guided charged particles 

Scheme of a cylindric cavity of radius R0 in the infinite dielectric, 
characterised by the permittivity ε(ω), with a particle of the charge 
e moving inside the cavity. For the cavity we choose ε = 1. 
In absence of free currents and charges, based on Maxwell’s 
equations, the Fourier components of the field scalar and vector 
potentials are defined by the following equation 

From the condition of continuity of 
the electric and magnetic fields 
components tangential to the inter- 
face, we derive the dispersion law 
k(ω) with x = kc/ω and α = R0ω/c

α = R0/λs - the ratio of the capillary 
radius R0 to the wavelength of 
surface excitations λs 

α ≪ 1 -- only at ε(ω) = −1, 
α ≫ 1 -- the solution in the form of a series expansion in powers of a small parameter (1/α) 



@ effective interaction potential
The potential energy of interaction with the atomic system of a dielectric can be calculated 
as the sum of Coulomb potentials, represented as a Fourier series split at the cut-off 
frequency q0 

no averaging collective surface excitations 
Inside a cylindrical hollow cavity 

ψ - the particle field operator (fermion-operator), 
Φ - the operator describing the particle interaction with the surface excitations (boson-operator)

The equation of transverse motion inside a cavity describes the channeled motion.

averaged 
potential

induced 
potential



@ averaged & induced potentials
Averaged potential after integration depends only on the distance 

When the equation for elastic processes is solved, we consider only the real part of induced 
potential, while the potential imaginary part leads to a finite lifetime for each quantum state 

The effective potential for a channeled particle inside a cylindrical cavity is determined by 
the averaged and induced potentials 

@ the 1st - a continuous potential via known technique in channeling physics and does not 
result in any unexpected behaviours; 

@ the 2nd - new features 
 



@ induced potential

Dimensionless induced potential 
versus the distance from the cavity 
axis. 

a). The graph at the condition 
ωsR0/v ≫ 1 shows two curves 
corresponding different values of 
longitudinal velocity. As seen, at 
the particle velocity increase the 
potential shape does not change, 
and the curve minimum tends to the 
cavity center. 

b). The general induced potential at 
ωsR0/v ≪ 1, while a concrete 
plotting is for q0R0 = 103 and ωs = 
1015 c−1 with the characteristic 
value q0 ∼ 107 c−1 corresponding 
the cavity radius R0 ∼ 10−4 cm. 



@ surface channeling for charged particles: simplified explanation



For the first time shown that at the limit 

- ωsR0/v ≪ 1 the induced potential of interaction of a charged particle with the cavity 
surface acts as a scattering potential (forming a reflecting barrier);

- ωsR0/v ≫ 1 it reveals a potential well near the surface. 

The width of the potential well depends on the speed of the particle, i.e. the higher the 
speed of the particle the wider the well. In both cases considered, the real potential 
logarithmically tends to plus infinity. The maximum value of the induced potential 
mainly depends on the particle charge and its longitudinal velocity. 
The estimates performed show that the averaged atomic potential is much higher than 
that induced for one particle, while for a beam of many particles channeled in a 
capillary the maximum value of the induced potential is expected to be essentially 
different. 

@ Resume:  charged particles



@ Resume
Channeling formalism, i.e. surface channeling one, allows describing the fine 
features of beams/radiations propagation along curved surfaces. It is also rather 
efficient tool for the definition of main characteristics for capillary guiding

S.B. Dabagov, and A.V. Dik, Surface Channeling of Charged and Neutral Beams in Capillary Guides 
(invited review), Quantum Beam Sci. 6 (1) (2022) 8.      https://doi.org/ 10.3390/qubs6010008 



…thanks for attention…



…additional…
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Lindhard: Continuum model  –  continuum atomic plane/axis potential

Crystal Channeling … continuous model…

fast motion    --      averaging
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…… Firsov, Doyle-Turner, etc.



// Backe at Channeling 2018//

Atomic collisions in crystals

Fokker-Planck equations …strong beam redistribution in transverse 
space up to equilibrium condition…

• Potential ‘smearing’ –
averaging bring us by default 
to statistical equilibrium that 
allows main features to be 
described within simplified 
approximation

• Recent studies proved a 
better analytical 
approximation (MAMI exp.)



Channeling Radiation …prediction…

• Various types of 
channeling in aligned 
crystals (curves 1-5) vs 
amorphous orientation 
(curve 0) – periodicity in 
trajectory à
undulation… extremely 
compact undulator !

• Very simple dynamics

• Extremely powerful radiator

ßà

Radiation power up to 10 4 (eV/Å)

Kumakhov was the first who 
evaluated the radiation at 
channeling CORRECTLY taking into 
account relativistic factor (Doppler 
effect)

From optical frequencies … infrared

to X and 𝛾 frequencies  



     Unisantis FEZ @ June 2007 @ S. Dabagov

at definite conditions Channeling Radiation 
becomes more powerful than Bremsstrahlung

Bremsstrahlung & Coherent Bremsstrahlung & Channeling Radiation

@ crystal lattice

d

𝐶𝑅
𝐵 ∝ 𝛾!/#𝑍$#/%

radiation coherence length for denser orientation

⍺

e-/e+ (projectile)

- from optical to 𝛾 frequencies

0→α channeling orientation

Crystal based radiators



Channeling Radiation …one pass to the discovery …

Crystal based radiators



…one pass to the discovery of Channeling Radiation…

Crystal based radiators

Channeling Radiation …one pass to the discovery …

Theoretical works by Thomson, Kalashnikov, Baryshevsky & Dubovskaya, Vorobiev



4 GeV e+ C (110)

4 GeV e+ C <100>

CR

CR

… long 4 years distance…

Crystal based radiators

“Kumakhov Radiation” <-> “Kumakhov Effect”

Channeling Radiation …discovery…

SLAC experiment of USA (resp. Panovsky)
USSR (resp. Kumakhov) joint experiment 1979.


